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Is getting everything you want worth losing everything you have?

Abby Jackson is a frustrated housewife. Her husband pays more attention to his Xbox than to her. She fills
her days with erotica novels, wishing her husband would listen to her desperate pleas for more excitement in
their sex lives, but he wants nothing to do with her wild fantasies.

When Abby goes out for her weekly girl’s night with her best friend Kelly, they enjoy a dangerous game of
truth or dare that leads Abby to a controlling stranger who takes a shot of vodka from her breasts. The night
rattles her to her core, and keeps Mr. Dark and Handsome in her mind for days after.

Just as she returns to her boring, routine life, she gets a mysterious text message from an unknown number to
come spend the night exploring her most secret desires. She knows she shouldn't go, but how can she not?
Arriving at the hotel and unsure what will happen, Abby finds a box with a skimpy panty set, a blindfold,
and a riding crop inside. There are also instructions to wear only what the box contains and to be ready for
when the stranger arrives. Abby’s first lesson in the Dominate/submissive world has just begun. The only
frightening thing is how much she gets off on it. But will it fulfill her secret fantasies...or endanger
everything she has?

Reader discretion: contains light BDSM, spanking, blindfold play, multiple partners, intimate strangers,
secret fantasies, domination/submission elements
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From reader reviews:

Ines Patterson:

Here thing why this particular Yes, Sir are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all studying a book
is good but it depends in the content than it which is the content is as yummy as food or not. Yes, Sir giving
you information deeper and different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no publication that
similar with Yes, Sir. It gives you thrill examining journey, its open up your personal eyes about the thing in
which happened in the world which is probably can be happened around you. It is possible to bring
everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your technique home by train. If you are having difficulties
in bringing the branded book maybe the form of Yes, Sir in e-book can be your alternative.

Edward McCain:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book so.
There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a publication will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a guide you will get new information simply because book is one of numerous
ways to share the information as well as their idea. Second, examining a book will make you actually more
imaginative. When you looking at a book especially fiction book the author will bring you to definitely
imagine the story how the characters do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to others. When
you read this Yes, Sir, you are able to tells your family, friends in addition to soon about yours reserve. Your
knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a guide.

Eli Benton:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a book we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year
ended up being exactly added. This reserve Yes, Sir was filled concerning science. Spend your free time to
add your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has several feel when they reading a new
book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can feel enjoy to read a publication. In the modern era
like currently, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.

Elsie Hawkins:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got learners? We believe that that concern
was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you also
know that little person like reading or as looking at become their hobby. You need to understand that reading
is very important as well as book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to provide you knowledge,
except your own teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update in relation to something by book. A
substantial number of sorts of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is actually Yes,
Sir.
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